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ABSTRACT
It has been a dream that theoretical biology can be
extensively applied in experimental biology to accelerate the understanding of the sophiscated movements in living organisms. A brave assay and an excellent example were represented by enzymology, in
which the well-established physico-chemistry is used
to describe, to fit, to predict and to improve enzyme
reactions. Before the modern bioinformatics, the developments of the combination of theoretical biology
and experimental biology have been mainly limited to
various classic formulations. The systematic use of
graphic rules by Prof. Kuo-Chen Chou and his coworkers has significantly facilitated to deal with complicated enzyme systems. With the recent fast progress of bioinformatics, prediction of protein structures and various protein attributes have been well
established by Chou and co-workers, stimulating the
experimental biology. For example, their recent method for predicting protein subcellular localization (one
of the important attributes of proteins) has been extensively applied by scientific colleagues, yielding many
new results with thousands of citations. The research
by Prof. Chou is characterized by introducing novel
physical concepts as well as powerful and elegant
mathematical methods into important biomedical problems, a focus throughout his career, even when facing enormous difficulties. His efforts in 50 years have
greatly helped us to realize the dream to make “theoretical and experimental biology in one”. Prof. Richard Giege is well known for his multi-disciplinary research combining physics, chemistry, enzymology and
molecular biology. His major focus of study is on the
identity of tRNAs and their interactions with aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS), which are of critical
importance to the fidelity of protein biosynthesis. He
OPEN ACCESS

and his colleagues have carried out the first crystallization of a tRNA/aaRS complex, that between tRNAAsp
and AspRS from yeast. The determination of the
complex structure contributed significantly to understand the interaction of protein and RNA. From his
fine research, they have also found other biological
function of these small RNAs. He has developed in
parallel appropriate methods for his research, of
which the protein crystallogenesis, a name he has
coined, is an excellent example. Now macromolecular
crystallogenesis has become a developed science. In
fact, such contribution has accelerated the development of protein crystallography, stimulating the study
of macromolecular structure and function.
Keywords: Theoretical Biology; Experimental Biology;
Chou’s Graphic Rules in Enzymology; Prediction of
Protein Attributes; Chou’s Invariance Theorem;
Macromolecular Crystallogenesis; tRNA Identity on
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1. A PARADOX IN ENZYME FAST
REACTIONS AND CHOU’S
DIIFUSION-CONTROLLED
REACTION MODEL
The upper limit of enzyme-substrate reaction was originally estimated by Prof. Manfred Eigen and his coworkers using a simple mathematical model [1]. According to their estimation, the upper limit of enzyme-substrate reaction was 109/Msec [1]. In 1972 a paradox occurred [2] that some enzyme-substrate reaction could
reach the rate with one order of magnitude higher than
the upper limit estimated by Prof. Eigen et al. [1]. To
address such a paradox, Prof. Chou and his co-workers
proposed a more rigorous and advanced model by taking
into account the spatial factor and force field factor be-
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tween the enzyme and its substrate [3,4]. It was found by
solving complicated differential equations that the upper
limit can really be one order of magnitude higher than
what was originally estimated by Prof. Eigen and coworkers. Meanwhile, it was also found that the protein
outside the active site may also play an important role for
the upper limit [5].
For a brief discussion about this, see a Wikipedia article entitled “Diffusion-controlled reaction” by clicking
the link
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffusion-controlled_reactio
n.

2. CHOU’S GRAPHIC RULES IN
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
The extensive calculation in enzyme kinetics, especially
for complicated systems often hinders the experimental
work of biologists in making significant progress. Using
graphical approaches to study biological problems can
provide an intuitive picture or useful insights for helping
analyzing complicated mechanisms in these systems. The
powerful and elegant graphic rules proposed by Chou
and his co-workers [6-8], usually cited as “Chou’s graphic rules” in the literatures, has been rigorously proved
and widely used, such as in studying conformational
change in liver glucokinase in a non-steady-state [9], deriving enzyme kinetic equations to systems involving
parallel reaction pathways [10], studying mixtures of tightbinding enzyme inhibitors [11], developing microcosmputer tools for steady-state enzyme kinetics [12], inhibition of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase [13-15], studying kinetic plasticity and the determination of product ratios
[16], inhibition kinetics of processive nucleic acid polymerases and nucleases [17], protein folding kinetics [18],
and drug metabolism systems [19]. The systematic application of graphic theory into enzymology has a significant contribution in this domain. In fact, such graphic
methods provide a visually intuitive relation between calculations and reaction graphics, highlighting key points
from complicated details, significantly simplifying the
calculations and facilitating to check the complicated results. Chou’s graphic rules 1 - 3 [6,7] were established
for steady-state kinetics systems while Chou’s graphic
rule 4 [6] for non-steady-state kinetics systems. With the
development of modern biology with a transition from
molecules to cells and further to intact organisms, enzymology in cells and organisms has become more and
more important [20]. Hence, it is expected that the Chou’s
graphic rules will be also very useful for studying the
cells and even organisms.
For a brief introduction about “graph theory in enzyme
kinetics”, see a Wikipedia article at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_theory_in_enzymatic
_kinetics.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

3. CHOU’S PSEAAC AND ITS
APPLICATIONS IN PREDICTING
PROTEIN ATTRIBUTES
To develop a powerful predictor for protein systems, one
of the keys is to formulate the protein samples with an
effective mathematical expression or feature vector that
can truly reflect their intrinsic correlation with the target
to be predicted. In view of this, Professor Chou introduced the pseudo amino acid composition (PseAAC) to
deal with this problem. Since the concept of PseAAC
was proposed [21] in 2001, the application of PseAAC
has been widely penetrated into almost all fields of identifying protein attributes, such as predicting protein secondary structure content [22], predicting super-secondary
structure [23], predicting protein structural classes [24,
25], identifying protein quaternary structure attribute [26],
identifying enzyme family and sub-family classes [27,
28], identifying protein subcellular localizations [29,30],
identifying subcellular localization of apoptosis proteins
[31-33], predicting protein subnuclear localizations [34],
identifying protein sub-mitochondria locations [35-37],
identifying cell wall lytic enzymes [38], identifying risk
type of human papillomaviruses [39], identifying DNAbinding proteins [40], identifying G-Protein-Coupled Receptor Classes [41,42], predicting protein folding rates
[43], identifying outer membrane proteins [44], identifying cyclin proteins [45], identifying GABA(A) receptor
proteins [46], identifying bacterial secreted proteins [47],
identifying the cofactors of oxidoreductases [48], identifying lipase types [49], classifying amino acids [50],
identifying metalloproteinase family [51], among many
others. For a summary about the development of various
different modes of PseAAC and their applications, see a
recent comprehensive review [52].
For a brief introduction about Chou’s “pseudo amino
acid composition”, see a Wikipedia article at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudo_amino_acid_compo
sition.

4. WEB-SERVER PREDICTORS
For helping experimental scientists to acquire useful information and data, Prof. Chou and his co-workers have
established a series of powerful web-servers, such as
Cell-PLoc [53] for identifying protein subcellular localization in various organisms, MemType-2L [54] for
membrane proteins and their types, EzyPred [55] for
enzymes and their family classes, ProtIdent [56] for proteases and their types, GPCR-2L [57] for GPCR and
their types, iDNA-Prot [58] for DNA-binding proteins,
NR-2L [59] for nuclear receptors and their types, iLocEuk [60] for subcellular localization of eukaryotic proteins, iLoc-Hum [61] for subcellular localization of human proteins, Plant-mPLoc [62] for subcellular localizaOPEN ACCESS
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tion of plant proteins, Signal-CF [63] for predicting protein peptides, as well as a series of web-server predictors
listed in Table 3 of [64].

5. LOW-FREQUENCY INTERNAL
MOTION IN BIOMOLECULES AND
ITS BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS
The concept of low-frequency phonons (or internal motion) in proteins was originally proposed in order to solve
a perplexing “free-energy deficit” problem [65], which
was encountered in studying the binding interaction between insulin and insulin receptor [66]. According to the
inference elaborated in [65], the wave numbers of the
low-frequency phonons were in the range of 10 - 100
cm−1, corresponding to a frequency in the tera Hz range
(3 × 1011 - 3 × 1012 Hz). In the mean time, the possible
biological functions of low-frequency phonons in proteins were also discussed [65].
Subsequently, the aforementioned low-frequency modes
as predicted by Professor Chou have been indeed observed later by Raman spectroscopy for a number of protein molecules [67,68] and different types of DNA [6972]. These results have also been further confirmed by
neutron scattering experiments [73].
To identify and analyze this kind of low-frequency
motions in protein and DNA molecules, the quasi-continuum model was developed by Prof. Chou and his coworkers [74-78]. It has been successfully used to simulate various low-frequency collective motions in protein
and DNA molecules, such as accordion-like motion, pulsation or breathing motion, as reflected by the fact that
the low-frequency wave numbers thus derived were quite
close to the experimental observations [74,76-78]. It was
also revealed through the Chou’s quasi-continuum model
that the low-frequency motions in biomacromolecules
originate from their two common and intrinsic characteristics; i.e., they usually contain 1) a series of weak bonds,
such as hydrogen bonds, and 2) a substantial mass distributed over the region of these weak bonds [79].
The most interesting is that many marvelous biological
functions and their profound dynamic mechanisms, such
as cooperative effects [80,81], allosteric transition [82,
83], and intercalation of drugs into DNA [84,85], can be
revealed through the low-frequency collective motion or
resonance in protein and DNA molecules. In this regard,
some phenomenological theories [82,83,85,86] were
established. Meanwhile, the solitary wave motion was
also used to address the internal motion during microtubule growth [87]. A soliton is a self-reinforcing solitary
wave (a wave packet or pulse) that maintains its shape
while it travels at constant speed. The relationship between the solitons and the low-frequency phonons in
proteins have been discussed in a recent paper [88].
Furthermore, the low-frequency internal motions in
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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proteins as originally inferred by Professor Chou in 1977
[65] have also been clearly observed in 2001 by NMR
[89], and applied in medical treatments [90-92].
As stated on the web-page of Vermont Photonics Technologies Corp., “Study of low-frequency (or Terahertz
frequency) motions in biomacromolecules holds a very
exciting potential that could lead to revolutionize biophysics, molecular biology, and biomedicine”.
For a systematic introduction of the low-frequency
collective motion in biomacromolecules and its biological functions, refer to a comprehensive review article
[93]. For a brief introduction in this regard, see a Wikipedia article at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-frequency_Collective_
Motion.

6. CHOU’S INVARIENCE THEOREM
In developing methodology for protein attribute prediction, the dimension-reduced operation is often needed
when calculating the covariant discriminant [21] between
two feature-vectors with certain number of normalized
components in order to avoid the divergence problem.
However, which one of these normalized components
should be removed? Will the result be different by removing a different component? To address these problems, the Chou’s Invariance Theorem was developed in
1995.
According to the Chou’s Invariance Theorem, the outcome of the covariant discriminant will remain exactly
the same regardless of which one of the components is
left out. In other words, any one of the constituent normalized components can be left out to overcome the divergence problem without changing the final result.
For more information about Chou’s Invariance Theorem and its applications as well as the relevant references,
see a Wikipedia article at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chou’s_invariance_theorem.
Finally, for more information about Professor Chou’s
publications, visit his Research ID at
http://www.researcherid.com/rid/A-8340-2009.

7. IDENTITY OF TRNAS IN
AMINOACYLATION SPECIFICITY
AND THE CORRECT EXPRESSION OF
GENETIC CODE DEMONSTRATED
BY PROF. GIEGE
Prof. Giege has devoted most of his efforts to study the
interactions between two important biomacromolecules,
RNA and proteins, taking the transfer RNA (tRNA) and
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS) as examples. Using
a multiple physico-biochemical method, he demonstrated
the concept of kinetic specificity for the aminoacylation
of tRNAs [94]. This was continued by extensive studies
OPEN ACCESS
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on the characterization and properties of the determinants
accounting for the identity of several tRNAs and the
discovery of anti-determinants that are chemical negative
marks in a tRNA preventing false aminoacylations. His
laboratory published the first crystallization of a tRNA/
aaRS complex, that between tRNAAsp and AspRS from
yeast [95] in collaboration with his colleagues. He found
the identity elements for yeast tRNAAsp charging aminoacylation [96], and engineered the structure and function of yeast tRNAAsp [97]. Together with Paul Schimmel,
Dino Moras and Shigeyuki Yokoyama, he proposed the
model of an operational RNA code for amino acids and
its possible relationship to the genetic code [98]. During
the period of intensive search for the determinants on the
tRNA structure for their recognition by their cognate
aaRS, he discovered that faithful aminoacylation of
tRNAs also relied on anti-determinants [99]. In 1998,
from a survey of the large amount of information gathered at that time on tRNA/aaRS recognition in various
organisms, he proposed [100] universal rules, and also
idiosyncrasies that distinguish individual or groups of
tRNA identities (including determinants, anti-determinants and tRNA architecture). These rules allowed the
manipulation of identity elements and the engineering of
tRNAs with altered specificities. He and his colleagues
have rationalized the conserved and variable structural
features in the tRNA World, with emphasis to structural
plasticity [101]. Analysis of the new structures in relation
with functional data obtained in his department gave a
refined understanding on aminoacylation identity and on
phylogenetic structural and enzymologic species differences. From the viewpoint of theoretical biology, the
structure/function understanding of tRNA and synthetase
molecules allowed him to design experiments in order to
verify conjectures on tRNA architecture and specificity
and to predict their results. This was successful and,
amongst others, functional tRNAs with triple aminoacid
specificity could be produced as well as a minimalist
RNA construct consisting solely of a small circular RNA
hybridized with a short RNA oligomer that is chargeable
with histidine by a histidyl-tRNA synthetase following
canonical tRNA identity rules.
Some special functions of tRNA were also demonstrated, such as the organization of the tRNA-like domain of TYMV RNAs [102].

8. MACROMOLECULAR
CRYSTALLOGENESIS
In the earlier years of Prof. Giege’s career, he progressively created a research devoted to investigate the structure/function relationships in tRNA molecules, with the
support of Prof. J. P. Ebel. The first bottleneck he and his
colleagues should overcome, was the crystallization of
such multi-domain proteins. In the case of aspatyl-tRNA
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

synthetase/tRNA complex, it took several years to get
high resolution crystals. Through this fine study, they
have shown the importance of macromolecular quality
for their successful crystallization. Their detailed study
demonstrated that biocrystallization is a multi-parametric
process including intrinsic physico-chemical, biochemical, biophysical, and biological parameters, the purity of
macromolecules the conformational homogenity [103].
This was why he devoted much energy to the new field
of biocrystallogenesis whose major aim is to provide
conceptual means and practical tools to the biologists enabling them to overcome the delicate bottleneck of crystallization. Here, his contributions were important, notably the data he gained on the role of physical-chemical
parameters (temperature, pH, pressure, gravity) on protein solubility, pre-nucleation and nucleation and crystal
growth, on the diagnostic of crystallization by Dynamic
Light Scattering, the development of a microfluidic crystallization system operating by counter-diffusion with
possibility of in situ crystal diffraction analysis, and the
direct visualization by X-ray topography and AFM of
perturbations in crystal perfection and crystal growth, not
only on model proteins but also more essential on the
synthetases and tRNAs he was studying. As a consequence several difficult crystallization problems with
synthetases could be overcome and structures solved or
improved, in particular of cytosolic aspartyl-tRNA synthetases and the first one of a human mitochondrial synthetase, that specific for tyrosine. Many foreign senior
scientists were visiting scientists in Prof. Giege’s laboratory and about 50 researchers prepared a PhD under his
supervision or were postdoctoral fellows with him, and
many of them became distinguished scientists in Academia or in Industry.
His well-known book “Crystallization of Nucleic Acids and Proteins” [104] is extensively used in the courses
and workshops for macromolecular crystallization all
over the world.

9. PHYSICO-BIOCHEMISTRY IS
ALWAYS APPLIED IN THE
RESEARCH BY PROF. GIEGE
We always remember his great interests to use various
physico-chemical methods to study protein-nucleic acid
interaction, from the Raman spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography, Dynamic Light Scattering and many others.
He initiated a research department devoted to investigate
the structure/function relationship in tRNA molecules,
with various physico-chemical means. Using Raman
spectroscopy he provided insights on the structure and
dynamics of tRNA, notably base-stacking effects for
transfer of information. He developed chemical methods
and used Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) for
studying the static and dynamic solution structure of
OPEN ACCESS
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tRNAs and their complexes with aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. In this regard his demonstration via SANS on
the stability of tRNA/synthetase complexes in very high
concentrations of ammonium sulfate was the clue to crystallize for the first time a tRNA/synthetase complex and
opened new routes in the structural biology of protein/
nucleic acid complexes.
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